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Needs of Target Population

They need both information and services.

Information
Sanitary Pads
Condoms
Contraceptives
STI Treatment
Innovative

- Using school mini - medias to aware students about SRHR
- It targets a huge number of audiences at a time.
- Manually guided, and interactive talk show with service linkage
Key activities/ Strategies

• Develop manuals
• Make the services youth friendly.
• Capacity building training
• ‘Let’s Talk’ 15 minutes talk show
Outcomes/ Achievements

• Manuals has developed.
• 15 participants have trained
• The school mini media practitioner’s especially youth’s awareness on SRHR has well improved.
• 70 talk shows has broadcasted
• Student awareness on SRH has increased
• The number of youths who have visited health service centers are increased
• 18 participants have visited Fistula Hospital
• The innovative strategy could attract the attention of other organization
Challenges

• The political situation
• Sometimes school Mini - medias were off due to exam and other programs of school.
• It was not allowed to distribute condoms and other contraceptives in the school compound.
To scale up the project to other schools in the city or located in different regions of the country.

Broadly, I need to scale up to national medias to address more young population.
Thank you!